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The best teachers don’t give you the 
answer, but they spark within you the 

desire to find the answer yourself. 
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Dear readers,

“It’s the teacher that makes the difference and not the
classroom”

As a teacher, the opportunity for selfless service to go beyond to
uplift the learners under their care brings them a lot of energy,
enthusiasm and satisfaction.

Real teachers dedicate their ‘self’ for the cause of others, that is,
the students with whom they come in contact every day.

Here I recall a saying by a Buddhist monk, ‘Some teachers are like
mothers who trick and surprise their students; some are harsh
taskmasters trying to whittle down their ego and pride; others
teach more through honoring and encouragement, nurturing the best
in the student; some teachers lecture like professor; others can
melt us open with their love and compassion. The greatest and
simplest power of a teacher is the environment of their own
freedom and joy’.

As teachers, they always have the challenge to focus on the overall
development of the learners – intellectual, emotional, physical and
spiritual imparting life skills to thrive in whatever they involve which
becomes the core of education.

We bow down to the teaching fraternity for their dedicated
selfless services during this pandemic times.

SHARMILA MOHAN
PRINCIPAL
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FOUNDERS DAY

“Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he will not 
depart from it.”

Proverbs 22:6 

Celebrating a person's birthday is important because it shows the person of 
how valued they are to us. 

It's important to look at your birthday as a spiritual awakening to know 
'thyself' better and serve others with the abilities, talents, skills, and 

qualities that you have imparted to us. 
Dear Reverend father Anton Cruz, through your life, you have shown us a 
wonderful path on how to lead a beautiful and a happy life witnessing the 

changes one can make in others’ life. Through your vision and teachings we as 
GTCS family are proud to celebrate your birthday as founder’s day. 
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Introducing Student Council

2021-2022
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Top Stories of this Month; 

14th September Hindi Diwas

18th September Founders Day

05th September Teachers Day

08th September Literacy Day
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Top Stories of this Month; 

21st September Peace Day

25th September Favorite Day
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TEACHERS DAY

Just like a mother, a teacher doesn't care about what people think or 
don't consider.....

The teacher goes on transforming lives till the last breath
That's why the world is still going on....
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TEACHERS DAY
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HONORING THE ADMIN STAFF ON 
TEACHERS DAY 
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LITERACY DAY
September 8th is celebrated as International literacy day.

Our wonders of GTCS (Grade 7) has come up with an exciting
activity to inculcate Reading habit. In honor of literacy day our
creative minds shared the idea of Reading by creating a hand made
bookmarks.
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LITERACY DAY
International literacy day highlights the importance of education.
“The great aim of education is not knowledge but action.”

Our Educators of GTCS in GRADE 7 have shared their educational
basic skills to the unreached kids and helped them to understand
the importance of education.
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HINDI DIWAS

14th September is observed as Hindi Diwas in India. To honor this
day our Lower secondary Hindi students (Nethra and Deepti of
Gr.😎 prepared north Indian delicacies and enjoyed the day.

Lower Secondary Hindi
students of Gr. 6 prepared a
presentation to enlighten our
mind with the various facts
related to Hindi in our country.
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HINDI DIWAS

Students of Grade 2 to 4 observed HINDI DIWAS by creating
artistic illustrations of "Hind ki shanskrithi" and by writing poems
about "Hindi meri shaan mera maan" They enjoyed the day by
sharing their thoughts in the virtual class.
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WORLD OZONE DAY
WORLD OZONE DAY (sep 16), is marked to remind individuals
about the importance of the ozone layer to our survival on Earth.
Doesn't let the future go up in smoke. Ozone - not just a layer but
a protector. Here are our students of Grade 5 & 8 have done their
presentations during the online class ,creating awareness on
preserving our Ozone layer remarking the importance of
celebrating THE WORLD OZONE DAY.
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PEACE DAY

Peace day is celebrated around the world to strengthen the ideals
of peace, through observing 24 hours of non-violence and cease-
fire. This day promotes global solidarity for building a peaceful
and sustainable world.
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FAVORITE DAY

“My favorite things in life don’t cost any money.
It’s really clear that the most precious resource we all have is

time.”
-Steve Jobs

The young learners of Grade 1-5 were encouraged to speak a
few words on their favourite job and favourite things. It helped
them to organize information and built their confidence. The
enthusiasm was visible among the children in the pictures as
they dressed up in their favorite dress and ate their favourite

food.
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FAVORITE DAY
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FAVORITE DAY
A special day was allocated for the little learners of kindergarten to
enjoy doing all their favourite things. They wore their favourite
colour dress, ate their favourite snacks and discussed about all their
favourite things with great enthusiasm.
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ENGLISH CORNER 

It's raining hairstyles at Gateway The Complete School!
👧👦Students of grade 5 had an enjoyable time exploring
hairstyles from diverse cultures around the world. It was a great
learning experience for them as it broadened their minds to adopt
an inclusive attitude towards different countries and cultures
around the world. Also, the children were pretty amazed to come
across such unique and intricate hairstyles which they had never
seen before. The sessions were quite exciting and thought-
provoking for these young learners!
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ART CORNER 

ARMILLA VINCENT –GR6 NEHA PRAKASH –GR6

AISHWARYA MITRA–GR6 JOHN STEPHEN–GR6
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ART CORNER 

KRISHI KAMESHWARAN–GR6 SOORYA THAMARAISELVAM–GR6

ARMILLA VINCENT–GR6 ARNAV REDDY–GR 4
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❖4th OCT  - World Animal Welfare Day

❖10th Oct – World Mental Health Day

❖8th & 9th Oct- Navrathri Special

❖11th Oct - International Day Of     
Girl Child

❖15th Oct - Vijayadashmi

❖15th Oct - World Students Day
(Dr. Abdul Kalam Birthday)
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